Stable Encoding of Task Structure Coexists With Flexible Coding of Task Events in Sensorimotor Striatum
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Kubota Y, Liu J, Hu D, DeCoteau WE, Eden UT, Smith AC, Graybiel AM. Stable encoding of task structure coexists with flexible coding of task events in sensorimotor striatum. J Neurophysiol 102: 2142–2160, 2009. First published July 22, 2009; doi:10.1152/jn.00522.2009. The sensorimotor striatum, as part of the brain’s habit circuitry, has been suggested to store fixed action values as a result of stimulus-response learning and has been contrasted with a more flexible system that conditionally assigns values to behaviors. The stability of neural activity in the sensorimotor striatum is thought to underlie not only normal habits but also addiction and clinical syndromes characterized by behavioral fixity. By recording in the sensorimotor striatum of mice, we asked whether neuronal activity acquired during procedural learning would be stable even if the sensory stimuli triggering the habitual behavior were altered. Contrary to expectation, both fixed and flexible activity patterns appeared. One, representing the global structure of the acquired behavior, was stable across changes in task cue. The second, a fine-grain representation of task events, adjusted rapidly. Such dual forms of representation may be critical to allow motor and cognitive flexibility despite habitual performance.

INTRODUCTION

Habits, once learned, become notoriously difficult to change. Understanding the neural correlates of this remarkable stability is a central issue in the field of learning and memory and is critical to addressing the neurobiology of addiction and a range of clinical disorders in which behavioral fixity is a concern. Much evidence suggests that the striatum and associated cortico-basal ganglia loops are important for laying down habits and procedural memories through a dynamic engagement of successive cortico-basal ganglia loops culminating in fixed, stimulus-response representations in the sensorimotor striatum (Belin et al. 2009; Graybiel 2008; Voorn et al. 2004; Yin and Knowlton 2006). Experimental studies show that performing procedural tasks activates neurons in the sensorimotor striatum and that large-scale changes in neural firing patterns can develop in the sensorimotor striatum as a result of learning (Atallah et al. 2007; Barnes et al. 2005; Blazquez et al. 2002; Costa et al. 2004; Kimchi et al. 2009; Schultz et al. 2003; Tang et al. 2007; Yin et al. 2009). Findings in human imaging experiments also demonstrate that changes in the subregions of striatal activation occur with learning, leading to activity in the sensorimotor striatum after learning (Doyon and Benali 2005; Graybiel 2005; Haruno and Kawato 2006; Hazeltine et al. 1997; Jueptner and Weiller 1998; O’Doherty et al. 2004; Poldrack et al. 2005; Willingham et al. 2002).

These experimental findings are in accord with reinforcement-learning models of cortico-basal ganglia circuits that implicate the striatum in developing behavioral policies and in updating them under the influence of inputs from the dopaminergic substantia nigra, the thalamus, and the neocortex (Daw and Doya 2006; Graybiel 2008; Redish et al. 2008). Reinforcement-sensitive, flexible circuits successively involving limbic and associative cortico-striatal loops are thought to be engaged as habits are acquired, and sensorimotor cortico-striatal systems are thought to be essential to the performance of habits through having activity that is impervious to changes in reinforcement conditions, thus allowing repetitive, habitual performance (Balleine et al. 2007; Packard 2009; White and McDonald 2002; Yin et al. 2004). Accordingly, the responses of single striatal neurons have been linked to the representation of sensory and motor events, timing, reinforcement-related parameters, and action value (Aldridge et al. 2004; O’Doherty et al. 1994; Blazquez et al. 2002; Kimchi and Laubach 2009; Lau and Glimcher 2007; Matell et al. 2003; Morris et al. 2004; Ravel et al. 2003; Samejima et al. 2005; Schmitzer-Torbert and Redish 2008; Schultz et al. 2003; Tang et al. 2007; Watanabe and Hikosaka 2005; Williams and Eskandar 2006). Moreover, when there is a change in the behavioral procedure required in a task, single-unit activity in the striatum changes rapidly (Eschenko and Mizumori 2007; Pasupathy and Miller 2005; Watanabe and Hikosaka 2005). But what happens when the behavioral procedure to be performed remains the same yet the sensory cues instructing the procedure change? This situation is also common in daily life, as in suddenly having a new store at the corner where we always turn right, or, for addicts, in having a new cue that indicates the availability of a sought-for drug.

We focused on this issue in the experiments reported here. We hypothesized that the introduction of a new set of cues requiring a new stimulus-response (S-R) association, in the absence of a requirement to change the S-R procedure, would trigger new patterns of task-related activity in the dorsolateral striatum, the striatal region thought to underlie performance of learned procedures and habits. We trained mice on a simple T-maze task instructed by sensory cues and then switched the cues after they reached a high performance level with the first set of sensory cues. We recorded single-unit and ensemble...
activity in the sensorimotor striatum throughout training as the mice first learned to turn right or left in response to auditory cues and then as they had to perform the same maze task after the sensory cues in the task were switched from auditory tones to tactile patterns. During acquisition of the first task version, as predicted from earlier work in the rat (Barnes et al. 2005; Jog et al. 1999), the ensemble activity of the task-related projection neurons gradually came to accentuate the start and end of the maze runs as the mice learned the initial tone-instructed task. Remarkably, after the switch to the tactile version of the task, these ensemble firing patterns were largely maintained despite the fact that the mice needed to learn a new S-R association in order to succeed in the new task version. This stability suggests that task-boundary representations acquired in the sensorimotor striatum through learning can generalize across differences in sensory cuing. By contrast, changes did occur in the sensorimotor striatum in the local event-related neuronal activity of subsets of individual projection neurons and, most strikingly, in the firing of fast-firing striatal interneurons. Based on these findings, we suggest that the sensorimotor striatum can maintain dual patterns of task representation so as to maintain a chunked task representation of the procedure (a stable, rule-based “policy”) while details of the firing patterns change as needed for new sensory guidance of performance (a representation allowing on-line updating). Such dual representational capacity may be fundamental to the functions of the sensorimotor striatum as part of the habit system of the brain. Disruptions of these functions may contribute to behavioral syndromes associated with repetitive and compulsive behaviors.

M E T H O D S

Experimental animals and surgical protocols

Fifteen C57BL/6 mice (3–5 mo old males, 22–32 g) were trained in these experiments. Experimental procedures were approved by the Committee on Animal Care of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Three mice were trained behaviorally without neuronal recording. For implantation of the recording headstages, each of the 12 remaining mice was anesthetized with ketamine hydrochloride (100 mg/kg) and xylazine (20 mg/kg), and, under stereotaxic guidance, a burr hole was made in the skull at coordinates corresponding to the left dorsolateral caudoputamen (AP = +0.2 mm, ML = +2.4 mm). The dura mater was opened to allow later penetration of the tetrodes, and the headstage for neuronal recording was placed over the opening and was fixed to the skull with dental acrylic anchored to six to seven watchmaker’s screws (S. LaRose, Greensboro, NC) inserted into the skull near the headstage. A tungsten wire attached to one of the screws served as the ground.

Tetrode headstage and recording protocols

We designed a miniature, light-weight implantable headstage for recording with tetrodes in the mouse striatum (Jog et al. 2002) (Specialty Machining, Wayland, MA). Four tetrodes made of twisted 10-μm Ni/Cr wire (Kanthal Palm Coast, Palm Coast, FL) were held in a series of nested polyimide tubes (23, 30, and 36 gauge, Phelps Dodge, Inman, SC). The tubes attached to microdrives were held parallel to the screws that were used to advance each tetrode independently. The four recording tips of each tetrode (15–50 μm apart) were exposed by cutting each to a length appropriate for the traveling distance of the microdrive. They were plated with gold to reduce the impedance to 200–250 kΩ. The free end of each wire was connected to a circuit board mounted on the headstage.

Each tetrode was lowered, day by day, during the first postoperative week until it reached the dorsolateral caudoputamen (1.5–2.5 mm ventral to the brain surface). Neuronal activity was monitored continuously during each daily session via an oscilloscope and audio monitor to track the movement of tetrodes through the neocortex and underlying white matter. Typically, the tetrodes entered the caudoputamen on the fifth or sixth postoperative day, as judged by the loss of typical cortical activity, passage through a quiet white matter layer, and entry into a zone in which neurons tended to fire at very low spontaneous rates but could exhibit bursty phasic firing (Wilson and Groves 1981). The recording sites were then adjusted to maximize the number of units recorded by each tetrode (usually ca. 150–300 μm into the caudoputamen), and the tetrodes then were left in place as behavioral training began. The recording quality of the tetrodes was tested before each training session, and the locations of tetrodes were changed as little as possible. If activity was lost, fine adjustments were made to maintain recordings with multiple units during the span of training.

Behavioral procedures

All behavioral training and recording sessions were conducted in a T-shaped maze made from black acrylic and consisting of an alleyway (55.2 cm long, 3.2 cm wide) with two short alleys (39.4 cm long). The alleys were surrounded by outward-sloping walls (60° angle). A sliding gate prevented the mouse from leaving the start site until trial start. Circular wells (1 cm diam) located 2 cm away from the end of right and left choice arms could be filled from outside the maze, out of sight from the mouse, with chocolate milk delivered through a metal tube. An audio speaker was located behind the choice point of the maze. Photobeam units (Med Associates, St. Albans, VT) were placed along the maze to determine the times of the opening of the start gate, the onset of auditory and tactile cues at 22 cm from the start gate, and goal reaching. A CCD camera for monitoring and tracking the mouse (Cohu, San Diego, CA) and two axially placed, dimly lit projection lamps that illuminated reflective material on the headstage were located above the center of the T-maze. The maze apparatus was situated at one corner of the experimental room, and a number of extra-maze cues (e.g., computers, computer monitors, amplifiers, and humidifier) were present at constant locations. Mice were maintained on a food restriction regimen to hold their body weight at 85% of normal, and they were given five to seven habituation sessions in the training apparatus prior to surgery. During these sessions, mice were allowed to move freely in the T-maze and to consume chocolate milk placed randomly on the floor of the maze. No conditional stimuli were presented to the mouse during the habituation sessions.

Once the tetrodes were in place, mice were trained to run the T-maze with either auditory cues or tactile cues as conditional stimuli (Fig. 1A). Twelve of the 15 mice were first trained on the task with auditory cues and then with tactile cues. In the auditory version of the task, the mouse was placed behind the closed start gate in the T-maze. A click (70 dB) was presented as a warning cue to indicate the start of each trial, and the start gate was then opened to allow the mouse to move along the maze. One of two auditory cues (a 1– or 8-kHz pure tone, 85 dB) was turned on when the mouse broke a photobeam placed 22 cm from the start gate. These cues instructed the animal about the location of reward in each trial: one tone indicated the availability of reward (chocolate milk) at the right goal, and the other tone indicated that the left goal was baited. The cues were presented according to 1 of 15 predetermined pseudorandom sequences, each of which contains 10 trials with each cue in any 20-trial block. The tone conditions were assigned randomly to the different mice, and remained constant for each mouse throughout training. The tone remained on until the mouse reached either goal or reversed its direction of movement.
insert with rough and smooth surfaces was placed on the maze floor before each trial. As in the auditory task, one cue (rough or smooth) indicated reward at the right goal, and the other reward at the left goal. The mouse stepped onto the insert at the same site at which the tone was turned on in the auditory task, and the insert, like the auditory cues, extended to both goals. All other aspects of the task were identical to those of the auditory task except that the floor insert was cleaned with 70% alcohol or replaced by a precleaned insert after each trial.

For each cue-version of the task, the criterion for task acquisition was ≥29 (72.5%) correct trials in a 40-trial session (P < 0.01, χ² test) on two consecutive days. The mice were given overtraining sessions until the performance exceeded the criterion level in 10 consecutive sessions. The numbers of sessions with criterial performance given to each mouse varied from 10 to 18.

Three mice were trained only on the tactile version of the T-maze task. Performance of these three mice during tactile training was compared with auditory-task performance of 12 mice trained first on the auditory task to compare the difficulty of the tactile and auditory versions of the task. In the 12 mice trained on both task versions, we compared the behavioral learning and neuronal activity during successive acquisition of the two tasks.

Six of the mice trained on both versions of the task then received a further series of test sessions in which sessions with auditory and tactile cues were alternated daily or given within a single day.

Data collection

During neuronal recording, a 16-channel preamplifier (1.7 g) connected to lightweight wires (Neuralynx, Tucson, Bozeman, MT) was attached to the headstage on the mouse. A tetrode channel without spike activity served as reference for differential unit recording. Unit activity was recorded from the three remaining tetrodes that did not have the reference channel.

Unit activity was recorded for each trial from 2 s prior to the click warning cue to 1 s after trial end, defined by either goal reaching or reversal of running direction. Neuronal activity recorded on each recording channel (tetrode wire) was sent through the preamplifier with unity gain to two 8-channel programmable amplifiers (gain: 2,000–10,000, filter: 0.6–6 kHz) and then to a Cheetah data-acquisition system (Neuralynx). The spike waveform of each spike exceeding a preset voltage threshold was digitized at 32 kHz and stored with a microsecond-precision time stamp. Spike waveforms on all recording channels and scatter dot plots were displayed in real time to estimate the number and quality of putative single units on the record. The unit activity on different selected channels was also monitored by an oscilloscope display and audio speaker.

Behavioral and stimulus event-markers sent from a separate computer controlling the behavioral training were recorded by the Cheetah data-acquisition system with time stamps that were synchronized with time stamps of recorded spikes. The movements of the mice in the T-maze were monitored continuously by a video tracker system that detected light from the headstage reflector and recorded its location at a sampling rate of 60 Hz.

Spike sorting and unit classification

Unit activity containing spikes of multiple neurons was sorted off-line into putative single units (“clusters”) according to multiple spike parameters (e.g., peak height, valley depth, peak time) on the four channels of each tetrode (DataWave Technologies; Fig. 1B). The accuracy of spike-sorting and the quality of the single units were then evaluated by 1) t-test for spike variability, 2) spike waveform overlays to confirm uniform waveforms for a given unit and different waveforms across units (Fig. 1C), and 3) autocorrelograms to detect the presence of an absolute refractory period (Fig. 1D). Based on these tests, clusters containing noise (artifacts and activity of other units)
were excluded from further analyses. All accepted units were classified as putative medium-spiny projection neurons (MS), fast-firing interneurons (FF), or tonically active interneurons (TA) based on properties of discharge patterns using interspike intervals, autocorrelograms, and firing rates (Barnes et al. 2005) (Supplemental Fig. S1). We could not differentiate other known types of striatal interneurons [e.g., somatostatin-positive interneurons (Tepper and Bolam 2004)], and these neurons could have been included in one of the three categories we used here.

Task-related activity

The stability of spike waveforms during individual daily recording sessions permitted us to sum activity over individual trials to detect patterns of task-related activity even in the low-firing MS units. Peri-event time histograms (PETHs) were constructed for each unit by summing the activity over all of the trials of a daily training session for the ±1-s period around each task event (the click warning cue, the opening of the start gate, the onset of locomotion, the onset of auditory or tactile cues, the beginning and the end of turning, and goal reaching). We then compared activities around each of the task events monitored during the ca. 40-trial sessions to the activities recorded during a 500-ms pretrial baseline period 1,900–1,400 ms before the warning cue delivery. Event-related neuronal responses were defined as increases or decreases in neuronal discharge ≥2 SD around the mean baseline spike counts in at least four consecutive 20-ms intervals during the ±200-ms period around each task event with spike counts ≥1. Units with such responses were classified as task-related units (Fig. 1E).

These task-responsive units were further categorized based on specific task events to which they responded (e.g., turn-related units and goal-related units). These categories were named to reflect the peri-event period in which the unit activity deviates significantly from the mean without making inferences about what unit activity represents. Units were classified in two ways: units that responded to a given event regardless of presence or absence of responses to other events (Fig. 5C) and units that responded only to a given event (Supplemental Fig. S6). The numbers of units with responses time-locked exclusively to either warning cue, gate opening, locomotion onset, out of start area, or cue onset were too small for analysis (n = 0–4 per learning stage). There was a tendency for the proportion of units with single-event responses to increase with training (P = 0.02–0.04 with multiple χ² tests), but we detected no significant differences in response properties between groups of units classified using the two methods, even for exclusively turn- and exclusively goal-related units for which sample sizes were relatively large (Supplemental Fig. S6). We thus principally report results obtained with the first method in this study.

Units that did not have phasic activity reaching the threshold for being accepted as task-responsive were designated as nontask-responsive units. In previous work on the rat striatum, we encountered such units and accepted as task-responsive were designated as nontask-responsive units. 

The running speed of the mice was calculated for the entire trial period (locomotion onset to goal-reaching) and for segments of the maze runs in between two successive task events (e.g., locomotion onset to cue onset, cue onset to turn onset, and the end of turn to goal-reaching). The reaction time from the opening of the start gate to locomotion onset was also measured.

For the analysis of changes in behavior and neuronal responses during the course of learning, data from the 12 mice given sequential auditory-tactile training were combined by employing learning stages based on response accuracy (percentage correct, Figs. 2, C and D, 3, 6, A and B, 7, A, B, F, and G and Supplemental Figs. S2–S4). Thirteen training stages were defined for the auditory task as follows: A1, first acquisition session; A2, second acquisition session; A3, first acquisition session with response accuracy of ≥60%; A4, first acquisition session with response accuracy of ≥70%; and A5–A13, first to 18th sessions with preceding criterion (≥72.5%) performance, combining every two such consecutive sessions (i.e., the 1st and 2nd criterial sessions combined for stage 5, the 3rd and 4th criterial sessions for stage 6, and the 17th and 18th criterial sessions for stage 13). For the tactile task, training stages were defined similarly, except that stages with ≥60 and ≥70% performance were skipped because of rapid learning. Thus stages were: T1, first acquisition session; T2, second acquisition session; and T3–T7, 1st to 10th sessions with ≥ or ≥ 0.5 criterion performance by combining every two sessions. Learning-related changes in behavioral accuracy, running times, and locomotion-onset latency were analyzed with ANOVA. To analyze changes in neuronal activity during learning, ANOVA was performed to compare six phases of training (Figs. 3, C and D, 6B, and 7A and Supplemental Fig. S3, C and D): early acquisition training on the auditory task (stages A1–2), late acquisition training on the auditory task (stages A3–5), early overtraining on the auditory task (stages A6–9), late overtraining on the auditory task (stages A10–13), acquisition training on the tactile task (stages T1–2) and overtraining on the tactile task (stages T3–7). Post hoc tests were performed with Bonferroni correction.

In addition to these learning stages, changes in behavior and neuronal activity in response to the switch in modality of the conditional cues were tested by aligning data at the cue switch and comparing activity averaged for each of the last three or five sessions of auditory training and the first three or five sessions of tactile training (Figs. 2E, 4–6, C and D, and 7A and Supplemental Fig. S6). This analysis was necessary because the learning curves of each individual mouse were different, resulting in different numbers of training sessions to reach the criterion of acquisition of the first auditory task version. Thus the last learning stage of the auditory version (A13) does not represent the last training session for all mice. By aligning daily sessions at the time of the cue switch and by detecting changes that occurred selectively on the first tactile session, we identified behavioral and neuronal responses to the introduction of a new set of cues in a different modality. Statistical differences in activity before and after the cue switch were tested with ANOVA performed to compare activity averaged over the last five auditory sessions and that averaged over the first five tactile sessions (Figs. 5A and 6E).

Stimulus and behavioral correlates of unit activity

To test whether differential unit activity occurs in relation to specific conditional cues or behavioral performance, trial-by-trial firing rates of each unit in 200-ms intervals before and after each task event were compared, with ANOVA, between trials with stimuli indicating that right or left turns would lead to reward, trials with right and left turns, and trials with correct and incorrect behavioral responses (Fig. 7, A–C). Differences in the proportions of units with significant discrimination were tested with χ² tests across peri-event windows and across learning stages.
To test whether activity of striatal units is modulated by the locomotor activity of the mouse, correlations were calculated between firing rates in each pre- and post-event window and running speed in the same window, total trial running time, and inter-event durations, as well as between coefficients of variation calculated for each of these measures (Fig. 7, D and E). χ² tests were performed to test significance of differences in proportions of units with significant correlation across task time and over the course of learning.

Analysis of neuronal ensemble activity

Changes in striatal neuronal activity during the course of training were assessed by comparing, across training sessions, average firing frequencies of ensembles of units during the task time, proportions of single units with responses to task-events, and properties of phasic task-related discharges of single units.

First, to determine whether there were changes in the overall patterns of neuronal activity recorded during task-time as training proceeded, we calculated average activity of ensembles of neurons (e.g., task-responsive MS units) during consecutive ±200-ms peri-event intervals (20-ms bins) for each learning stage in three ways. One, per-unit mean raw firing rates were averaged across all units of each neuronal subpopulation (e.g., putative medium spiny neurons with task-related responses, fast-firing units with responses at goal reaching) recorded during each stage (Supplemental Figs. S3, A, C and D, S4B, and SSB). This measure reflects the total number of raw spikes in the neuronal ensemble in response to task events. Two, the activity of each unit was first smoothed by using averages of three consecutive 20-ms bins running across the peri-event windows. These smoothed spike counts were normalized by setting the maximum spike count as 1 and the minimum as 0 and then were averaged across units (Supplemental Fig. S3B). This minimum-maximum normalization allowed us to detect relative amplitude of event-related responses during task time. Three, the baseline mean firing rates were subtracted from the smoothed spike counts, and these values were divided by the SDs for the entire trial time: FRN = (X – M)/SD, where FRN is the normalized firing rate, X is spike count per bin, M is the mean firing rate for the baseline, and SD is SD for the entire trial time including baseline. These normalized scores were averaged across units for each learning stage (Figs. 3, 4A, 5, 6, and 8 and Supplemental Figs. S2, S4A, S5A, and S6). This normalization procedure was derived by modifying Z score conversion relative to the baseline mean and SD. This modification was necessary because some units did not have a single spike during the baseline period, thus yielding the SD of 0. These normalized scores reflect both magnitude of raw spiking activity and relative changes for each unit, and we accordingly present data primarily in this form. However, plots of ensemble activity made with the other averaging methods are also described in the main text or shown in figures. Learning stages with fewer than six recorded units were discarded from analysis because average activity can be dominated in a small sample by a few single units that have large responses and may not reflect activity of neuronal ensembles.

The mean scores were calculated for 500-ms pretrial baseline periods and 200-ms pre- and post-event windows (Figs. 3, C and D, S5A, and 6, B and E, and Supplemental Fig. S3, C and D). These averages were submitted to ANOVA to detect differences in activity magnitude between different task events and across learning stages/sessions. Individual differences observed by these analyses were tested by post hoc comparisons with Bonferroni correction.

Second, to determine whether there were changes in the proportions of units with phasic task responses, the numbers of units responding to any task events relative to that of all accepted units were compared across the performance-defined training stages by χ² tests (Fig. 7F).

Similarly, the proportions of units with activity related to a specific task event (e.g., opening of start gate, turn onset, goal-reaching) relative to all task-related units were compared across training stages, so that learning-related changes in neuronal activity specific to different task events could be detected (Supplemental Fig. S8).

Third, to test whether the properties of phasic responses by single neurons changed during learning and at the switch from auditory to tactile cues, peaks in peri-event histograms detected by an algorithm were compared across sessions and learning stages, as described previously (Barnes et al. 2005) (Fig. 7G). Briefly, noisiness of activity of each unit was evaluated by calculating the SD of differences between the average raw peri-event histogram (±1 s) and the histogram smoothed with a Savitzky-Golay filter (window size = 300 ms). Units with the range of minimum and maximum spike counts > 5 × SD were accepted, and for each of them, onset and offset of candidate peaks were defined as 10 consecutive, significant positive and negative slopes calculated with 21 neighboring time bin values, respectively. For each accepted peak, the shape (height, width, proportion of spikes that occurred inside the peak, etc.) and the timing (onset, offset, and peak times) were measured. Proportions of spikes that occurred inside the peak (between onset and offset times of the peak) relative to all spikes recorded during the trial time were calculated to quantify habituation devoted to a single event-related phasic response. Averages of these measures for neuronal subpopulations were compared across learning stages using ANOVA.

Analysis of putative single-unit activity tracked over sessions

To test whether the task-related activity of single units changed in response to the switch in task version, we first sought to identify putative single neurons (PSNs) recorded across daily recording sessions from tetrodes that remained stationary by calculating spike waveform correlations based on the methods described by Emondi et al. (2004). For each of 3,281 individual units (including all 3 cell types, task-related and non-task-responsive units and units with < 100 spikes) recorded on the 28 tetrodes that had at least a total of 30 units over the entire training, the average spike waveforms of each cluster recorded on the four channels of a tetrode were joined together consecutively (Fig. 1F), and a waveform correlation coefficient was calculated between the concatenated waveforms of all combinations of cluster pairs across two consecutive sessions. Cluster pairs with correlation coefficients > 0.98 (p < 0.01 based on correlations for shuffled data, Supplemental Fig. S1D) were considered to be a match and were putatively identified as the identical neurons recorded on separate sessions (Fig. 1F). This method is based on the assumption that the relative size and shape of spikes recorded on four channels of a single tetrode are stable across different recording sessions despite changes in the absolute values of spike parameters over time.

For each of 43 PSNs recorded on a minimum of six consecutive daily sessions, with at least three sessions of each cue type, differences in event-related responses in peri-event histograms between the two task versions were tested in two ways. First, average firing rates during 200-ms windows before and after each task event were compared between auditory and tactile sessions by using Wilcoxon rank sum test (Figs. 9–12, Supplemental Figs. S9 and S10). This test was applied to both units recorded across the cue switch and those recorded during daily alternation of the two task versions.

To test in which pre-/post-event windows the activity differentiating the auditory and tactile sessions occurred at above-chance level, the firing rates of each unit in all pre-/post-event windows were normalized to the maximum firing rate across all sessions for the unit. These normalized firing rates were reassigned randomly to the same pre-/post-event windows of all sessions, and a Wilcoxon test was performed to determine, for each window, how many of the 43 units showed significant discrimination. We repeated this procedure 1,000 times to estimate P values for results obtained for real data (i.e., whether there were significantly more units than chance that showed differential firing between the auditory and tactile sessions).

Second, to determine whether the peri-stimulus histogram of the spikes around each event changed significantly when the task version
was changed from auditory to tactile, we used a Bayesian generalized linear model (GLM) approach (Nelder and Wedderburn 1972) (Fig. 10). Our approach relied on fitting the following three time series models: a Bayesian Poisson GLM, a Bayesian Poisson GLM with a step function at the transition from auditory to tactile versions, and a Bayesian Poisson GLM with a step function at a location estimated by the model. For each model, we estimated goodness-of-fit by computing the deviance information criterion (Spiegelhalter et al. 2002), a Bayesian analogue of the Akaike information criterion. If the fit with step functions is better than without (i.e., DIC for models 2 and 3 lower than the DIC for model 1), and if the estimated step location in model 3 coincides with the actual auditory-to-tactile transition, then we concluded that the neural rate changed significantly in response to the cue switch.

**Histology**

Following the completion of training, each mouse was deeply anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital (Nembutal, 150 mg/kg), and microlesions were made at the final recording sites by passing electrical current (200 μA, 2 pulse/s, 2 min) through all tetrodes. The mouse was then given a lethal dose of Nembutal and was perfused transcardially with 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M NaKPO4 buffer in 0.9% saline solution (2000 ml) in compliance with the recommendations on the Panel on Euthanasia of the American Veterinary Medical Association. Transverse 30 μm frozen sections were stained with Cresylecht violet, and the sites of recording were found by analysis of lesions, track sites, and the extension of tetrodes measured postmortem. These sites were in the dorsolateral striatum in all 12 mice (Fig. 1G).

**RESULTS**

**Acquisition of the auditory and tactile T-maze tasks**

The mice learned the maze-running task at nearly equivalent rates whether the conditional cues were auditory or tactile (Fig. 2A; F = 1.34, P = 0.21), and the average numbers of sessions required to reach the 72.5% correct criterion for behavioral acquisition were statistically indistinguishable (8.3 sessions for the tactile version and 9.0 sessions for the auditory version; t = 0.175, P = 0.8638, Fig. 2B). These results suggest that the two versions of the procedural task were nearly equivalent in task difficulty. The learning curves for the two task versions were different, however, when the tasks were presented serially (Fig. 2, A–C). The mice required significantly fewer training sessions to reach the behavioral criterion on the tactile version (average = 3.2) than during the preceding training on the auditory task version (average = 9.0, t = 3.55, P < 0.005; Fig. 2B). Running speeds were also sensitive to the cue switch (Fig. 2, C and D), especially in the period from cue onset to turn onset (Figs. 2E and 4B). After tactile training, the average trial durations and running speeds eventually reached about the same level as those in the late stages of auditory training.

These results suggest that there was behavioral transfer from the initial auditory task to the second tactile task. In order to ensure consistency across recording data collection and across mice, all 12 mice that received the two-version protocol were trained with the same task-version order (auditory, then tactile).

**Recorded units**

We recorded the activity of 3,683 well-isolated striatal units in the 12 mice trained successively on the two cue versions of the T-maze task, over 23–89 daily sessions altogether (a total of 500 sessions) lasting 34–77 calendar days (up to 217 days with alternation sessions). The average number of units recorded per session was 7.4 (maximum = 22). A total of 656 units were excluded from further analysis because of their low firing rates (<100 spikes during a recording session). The daily recordings were made with minimal movement of the tetrodes.
(on average once in 6 training sessions, ca. 90 μm per move). Due to these fine adjustments, recordings during tactile training and alternation sessions were made at sites on average ca. 170 and 365 μm ventral to those made during initial auditory training, respectively. From our tracking analysis of units across days of training, described in the following text, we estimate that we successfully recorded from some single neurons across multiple days. We included all well-isolated units in assessing the activity patterns of neuronal ensemble activity.

The 3,027 units accepted for ensemble analysis were classified putatively into MS neurons, FF neurons, or TANs (see METHODS and Supplemental Fig. S1). A majority of these (78%, 2,347 of 3,027) met the criteria for classification as MS neurons: they fired at low rates (1.3 Hz on average) during the pretrial baseline period but could exhibit bursts of firing (up to >100 Hz) during the task (Wilson and Groves 1981). Units classified as FF neurons (18%, 539) had average baseline firing rates of >17 Hz and short interspike intervals, typical of fast-firing striatal interneurons (Kawaguchi et al. 1995; Koós and Tepper 2002). We categorized 4% (141) of the units as TANs (Aosaki et al. 1994), but their small numbers prevented further analysis. Other types of interneurons have been identified in the striatum (Tepper and Bolam 2004), but we were unable to identify these; some of these may have been included in the categories defined here.

MS and FF units exhibiting phasic responses time-locked to one or more of the task events (click warning cue, gate opening, locomotion onset, conditional cue onset, turning, and goal-reaching) were designated as “task-related” neurons (Fig. 1E, see also Figs. 6G and 9–12, and Supplemental Figs. S1, S9, and S10). By contrast, neurons lacking such phasic responses to task events were designated as “nontask-responsive” neurons.

**Ensemble activity of striatal projection neurons during acquisition of the auditory task**

The ensemble activity of the task-related MS neurons developed an emphasis on the early and late parts of the maze runs during the course of training on the auditory task (Fig. 3A and Supplemental Fig. S2). At the start of training, ensemble activity occurred throughout the maze runs, but this pattern quickly gave way to one in which activity was highest during the gate-opening/locomotion onset period and then again in the late run period, especially from turn to goal reaching. There also was a more variable band of activity just before the time of turn onset. ANOVA performed to compare the average normalized activity in 200-ms time windows before and after each task event with activity during the pretrial baseline period in each successive phase of auditory training confirmed these changes (Fig. 3C). This pattern was evident whether we normalized the data relative to trial-time SDs and baseline mean firing rates (Fig. 3A) or to per-neuron minimum-to-maximum firing rates (Supplemental Fig. S3B), whether we plotted average raw activity without any normalization (Supplemental Fig. S3, A
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**FIG. 3.** Activity of medium-spiny neurons of the striatum during successive training on the auditory and tactile task versions. A and B: average population activity of task-related (A) and “nontask-responsive” (B) units averaged for each learning stage (auditory: A1-3; tactile: T1-7), plotted using the pseudocolor scale shown at bottom right. For each unit, spike counts in each 20-ms bin were normalized according to FR\textsubscript{norm} = (X − M\textsubscript{base})/SD\textsubscript{base} + 1 (FR\textsubscript{norm}, normalized firing rate; X, bin spike count; M\textsubscript{base}, baseline mean firing rate; SD\textsubscript{base}, baseline and trial time SD). FR\textsubscript{norm} values were then averaged across units recorded in each stage. Plots were made by abutting successive ±200-ms peri-event windows (as labeled, separated by white vertical lines) according to their order of occurrence within a trial. *Bottom left inset:* alignment of training sessions. Numbers of units and numbers of mice (in parentheses) available for each learning stage are listed at right. C and D: average normalized activity of task-related (C) and nontask-responsive (D) units calculated for 500-ms pretrial baseline period (BL) and for 200-ms intervals before and after the warning cue, gate opening (GO), locomotion onset (L), out of the start area, cue onset (C), turn (T) beginning and end, and goal reaching (GR). Data are averaged across learning stages for 6 phases of training. ANOVA performed on these data indicated that activity of task-related units in the windows around locomotion onset and from beginning of turn to goal reaching was higher than that during baseline throughout training (P < 0.05). Activity before and after cue onset declined during acquisition, and by early overtraining (*stages A6-9*), activity was significantly lower in peri-cue periods than in peri-turn offset and pregoal periods. These patterns continued to be significant during acquisition and overtraining on the tactile task (*stages T1-2* and T3-7; P < 0.05). Activity of nontask-responsive units during trial runs significantly declined from *stages A1-2* to A6-9 (P < 0.05). Error bars represent SE of the mean.
and C), whether the mice made the correct behavioral responses or not (Supplemental Fig. S4), and whether the data were plotted by learning stages (Fig. 3A and Supplemental Figs. S3, A and B, and S4) or by daily sessions (Supplemental Fig. S5).

Heightened activity early and/or late in the runs was visible in the normalized and raw activity plots for the auditory task in 8 of the 12 individual mice (data not shown). Of the four remaining mice, two did not show this pattern, and the other two did not have sufficient unit recordings to permit ensemble analysis.

The MS neurons that did not show phasic task-related responses fired, throughout learning, at lower rates during the maze runs, relative to the prerun baseline levels ($P < 0.05$, Fig. 3, B and D). The average raw firing rates showed similar reductions (Supplemental Fig. S3A). The raw activity during the baseline period itself tended to fluctuate, first rising then falling, during acquisition and overtraining ($P = 0.055$). It was relative to this fluctuating prerun activity that the spiking of the nontask-responsive units was suppressed during the runs as the procedural behavior was acquired.

Ensemble responses of striatal projection neurons after the switch of cue modality

Remarkably, the dominant pattern of early and late firing that developed during training on the auditory task persisted virtually unchanged after the modality of the conditional cues was changed from auditory to tactile (Fig. 3, A and C). The preswitch beginning-and-end pattern was also visible in the raw firing rates after the switch; there was even stronger firing at gate opening/locomotion onset (Supplemental Fig. S3A).

Because individual mice reached the criterion for acquisition and overtraining on the first task version after different numbers of sessions, it was important to realign the ensemble data with respect to the time of the version switch for each individual and to test directly for possible changes in ensemble firing at the cue switch. We did so and then computed the day-by-day ensemble firing of the MS neurons for the last 5 days of auditory training and the first 5 days of tactile training (Figs. 4A and 5A) and for blocks of five trials for six training sessions around the cue switch (Fig. 5B). The results were striking: there was almost no difference in the ensemble firing pattern before and after the switch despite the large changes in trial duration and running speed that occurred at the cue switch, particularly during the cue to turn period (Figs. 2E and 4B). No significant differences occurred for any pre-/post-event period between grouped data combining the last five auditory sessions and those combining the first five tactile sessions (Fig. 5A, $P > 0.05$). Raw spike plots did show that the activity at locomotion onset was high after the switch ($P < 0.05$), but such increased activity already appeared during the last sessions of auditory training and continued to increase across the switch, suggesting that this activity developed with extended training on the T-maze task not in response to the cue switch.

We also plotted separately the ensemble activity aligned at the switch for subsets of units with responses to individual task events (e.g., to warning cue). Units in a given subset were included even if they also had responses to other events. These switch-aligned plots showed equally striking results (Fig. 5C): cell ensembles with responses at the earliest events in the task—warning cue, gate opening, and locomotion onset—and units with ensemble responses at the latest events in the task—turn and goal-reaching—exhibited similar patterns of firing across the switch in cue modality. The activity of units with responses exclusively during turn and those with responses only around goal reaching was also unchanged at the cue switch (Supplemental Fig. S6). The out-of-start units, however, largely lost their responses to events after start and responded more robustly from gate opening to the poststart period (Fig. 5C). The activity of the cue-responsive units seemed, if anything, less stable after the switch, but the numbers of units were small.

These findings demonstrate that the overall ensemble pattern of early and late firing persisted despite changes in details of the response patterns, especially in responses in the mid-run intervals. The MS units without phasic task-related responses also retained their suppressed levels of spiking during the maze runs throughout the tactile training (Fig. 3B, $P < 0.05$ compared with baseline firing rates, ANOVA).
Ensemble activity of fast-firing neurons during training on the successive task versions

The ensemble of FF units recorded during acquisition of the first task version acquired a beginning-and-end firing pattern that was similar to that of the task-related MS neurons although the late activity gradually weakened during overtraining (Fig. 6, A and B, and Supplemental Fig. S2). Also like the MS neurons, the FF neurons maintained the enhanced early and late activity across the cue switch. In striking contrast to the MS neurons, however, the FF ensembles abruptly exhibited at the onset of tactile training a sharp “new” response at cue onset (Fig. 6, C and E).

We tested whether this response was related to the reduction in running speed at the onset of new tactile cues by measuring average firing rates in five-trial blocks across the first three tactile sessions. We found no correlation with the average running speeds during these blocks (Fig. 6F) and detected no shift in activity within single sessions (Supplemental Fig. S7). Furthermore, the response at cue onset was detectable in ensemble activity plotted after removing trials with long (mean ± 2 SD) cue-turn run durations that had occurred early in tactile training (Fig. 6D). Seven of 12 individual task-related FF units recorded during the first tactile session responded to the cue onset, and only 1 of them exhibited a significant correlation between firing rates and running speed in the postcue period (e.g., Fig. 6G). This intense peri-cue response persisted for about three days but then became weaker and disappeared during overtraining, but this diminution did not parallel the changes in running speed of the animals (P = 0.108). These results suggest that the appearance of peri-cue responses by the FF neurons likely did not solely reflect behavioral changes in response to the new cues. Finally, the goal-related activity of the FF neurons, which had decreased toward the end of the auditory training, was reinstated at the onset of the tactile training (P = 0.059 for postgoal period), a pattern also not observed in the MS ensembles. These results suggest a sensitivity of the task-related FF neurons to the newly presented tactile cue that appeared after the task switch and to rewards newly associated with these new instruction cues.

The numbers of FF neurons that did not have phasic task-related activity were too small for a full analysis, but we saw no indication of suppression of in-trial activity even in stages with moderate numbers (9–14) of units in stages A1–A8 (data not shown).

Behavioral correlates of striatal neurons insensitive to cue switch

We found gradual but clear changes during training in the proportions of MS and FF units that fired differentially for right turns and left turns, but these changes did not exhibit sudden shifts at the onset of tactile training (Fig. 7A). The proportions of MS units with differential activity around the onset of turns (and at goal reaching) increased significantly during training (from ca. 0 to 15%, P < 0.00–0.01), but the proportions of units with responses around the completion of turns was stable at ca. 25% throughout training. FF
FIG. 6. Ensemble activity of fast-firing interneurons of the striatum. A: average normalized activity of task-related fast-firing interneuron (FF) units during successive training on the auditory and tactile task versions, calculated as for Fig. 3. Gray entries, stages with fewer than 6 recorded units, excluded from analysis. B: average normalized activity of task-related FF units over 200-ms pre- and post-event windows during, from left to right, stages A1-2, A3-5, A6-9, T1-2, and T3-7. These plots show that firing rates around locomotion onset and goal reaching were higher only than the rates before trial runs during auditory task acquisition (P < 0.05). Their activity during mid-run then decreased and became significantly lower than that in peri-locomotion onset (A6-9), postturn onset (A6-9), and postgoal (A3-5) periods. Activity during periods from after turn to goal reaching did not differ significantly from prettrial activity in stages A6-9. The beginning-and-end ensemble activity pattern was weaker during tactile acquisition (T1-2, P = 0.02) but returned to the preswitch level in overtraining (T3-7, P < 0.001). C and D: activity of task-related FF units during 10 sessions around cue switch (←) with all trials (C) and after discarding trials in which cue-turn durations were greater than mean ± 2 SD of last auditory session (D). Symbols as in Fig. 4. E: firing rates in 200-ms pre- and postevent intervals averaged over the last 5 auditory sessions (left) and over the first 5 tactile sessions (right). The postcue activity was greater in the first 5 tactile sessions than in the last 5 auditory sessions (P = 0.027). F: scatter plot illustrating a lack of correlation between postcue running speed and average activity calculated for 5-trial blocks in the first 3 tactile sessions. G: peri-cue response histograms (left) and scatter plots of trial-by-trial running speed and firing rates during 200-ms post-cue window (right) for 4 FF task-related units that exhibited cue-related discharges on the first tactile session. Correlations coefficient (r) and P value (P) are shown for each unit.

units gradually developed turn-discriminative activity over the course of learning, from almost 0% early in auditory training to 20–25% by the end of tactile training in periods from preturn onset to postgoal reaching (P < 0.00–0.05), again without evidence of any relation to the cue switch. It was as though these changes were related to the general process of learning rather than to the specifics learned.

The task switch also did not appear to influence the total percentage of task-related MS neurons (40–50%), and this proportion did not change significantly during training (Fig. 7F and Supplemental Fig. S8). The proportions of FF units that exhibited task-related responses, by contrast, increased from 45% on the first day of training on the auditory task version to 92% late in overtraining and then stabilized at around 70% thereafter (data not shown).

Lack of differential responses to cue submodalities and response accuracy

Surprisingly few units showed activity differentiating the submodalities of the two conditional auditory cues (high and low pitch) or the two different tactile cues (rough or smooth), and very few showed activity that was correlated with behavioral accuracy during training on the two task versions. We found no evidence for changes in these proportions across training stages or across the cue switch. Fewer than 1% of task-related MS and FF units recorded over the entire phases of training fired differentially to the two auditory cues or to the two tactile cues that signaled the baited goal location (Fig. 7B). Similarly, only ~1% of units responded differently in correct and incorrect trials during each pre-/post-event period, except at goal reaching (Fig. 7C). About 3–11% of the units showed significant correlations between firing rates and trial duration (Fig. 7D) or between firing rates and running speed (during periods of movement; Fig. 7E). No consistent relationship between degree of per-session variability in spiking and running speed was found.

Resetting of signal-to-noise ratio in activity of projection neurons at cue switch

Despite the stability of the ensemble responses of the MS neurons across the task-version switch, the prominence of the
phasic responses of individual MS neurons, relative to the spike firing during other parts of the runs, was sensitive to the switch (Fig. 7G). The measure of how many of the spikes recorded for a single MS neuron during each maze run were concentrated in phasic peaks around task events (the spike proportion index) increased significantly during the course of auditory training ($F = 3.65, P < 0.0001$), and then dropped abruptly at the switch as indicated by significant differences between the last five auditory sessions and the first five tactile sessions (Fig. 7G, right. $F = 3.91, P < 0.001$), and then rose again to the level that had been reached during overtraining on the auditory task. Thus the “noise” in the spike production of the task-related MS neurons, considered as responses outside their phasic response periods, first fell during initial task acquisition, then rose at the switch, and then fell again as the second task version was acquired.

**Tracking single-unit activity across training sessions**

The changes in phasic response properties of the MS neurons at the cue switch suggested that despite the retention of the global ensemble firing patterns after the cue switch, there were nevertheless changes at a neuron-by-neuron level. We analyzed in detail the waveforms of individual units and identified 43 PSNs that could be tracked over the minimum of six consecutive recording sessions either across the initial switch from the auditory version to the tactile version or during the period of daily alternation between the two versions ($\geq 3$ with each cue modality). These PSNs were recorded by tetrodes that did not move, and they exhibited spike waveforms on all four tetrode channels that were nearly identical across sessions, as indicated by high correlations ($r > 0.98$) of composite waveforms in consecutive sessions (Fig. 1F). Of the 43 PSNs, 32 (74%) were classified as MS type, 8 (19%) as FF type, and 3 (7%) as TAN type.

Despite the small numbers of these PSNs, their ensemble activity showed the heightened early-and-late patterning seen for the total MS population, and notably the stability across the cue switch was comparable to that found for the total population (Fig. 8A). We found high stability also when we tracked the ensemble activity of task-related units ($n = 14$) just from the last auditory session to the first tactile session (Fig. 8B). Task-related responses of these PSNs were either present or absent in both sessions in 83 of 98 (84.7%) peri-event periods (7 task events $\times 14$ units, $P = 0.001$ based on 1,000 shuffling of the pre-/post-switch pairings).
Remarkably, despite this overall stability, in the sample of 43 PSNs followed across the switch or during daily alternation, we found activity that differentiated the auditory and tactile task versions for all peri-event periods analyzed not just for the auditory and tactile cues before the switch, in agreement with the appearance of robust peri-cue ensemble activity of FF units early in tactile training. One such neuron is shown in Fig. 11. It fired more during the period preceding the onset of tactile cues than during that preceding the onset of auditory cues (P < 0.005). This neuron also exhibited differential activity after left turn (auditory > tactile, P < 0.005). Heightened discharges around tactile cue onset were found in two other units (e.g., Supplemental Fig. S10). Differential activity in auditory and tactile sessions was not detected in three FF-type PSNs recorded during the alternation phase.

None of the units with detectable activity changes, including those shown in Figs. 9–11, showed consistent relationships between trial-by-trial firing rates and either running speed or trial duration. Postcue running speeds were especially reduced during the first 5–10 trials of the first few tactile sessions (Fig. 4B), but the trial-by-trial firing rates did not parallel such patterns (Supplemental Fig. S7). Thus the changes in unit responses at cue switch were not directly related to the reduction of running speed that occurred early in tactile training.

The task-related activity of about half of the PSNs followed across the cue switch was stable. Figure 12 gives an example of such stability for a neuron that exhibited nearly identical activity pattern throughout the 10-day period around the switch.

**DISCUSSION**

Two of the most characteristic features of procedural memories are that they are acquired slowly and that they can be maintained for long periods of time once they are acquired. The striatum has been shown to be engaged during this prolonged type of learning, but paradoxically, the striatum also has been implicated as critical for behavioral and cognitive flexibility and for updating of motor performance. How these apparently disparate functions of the striatum can coexist is not understood. The most frequent suggestion for their co-occurrence, based on lesion studies, is that activity in different parts of the striatum and their corresponding corticostriatal loops underlie these capacities. Evidence from lesion studies suggests that the sensorimotor striatum is mostly responsible for prolonged, stable procedural or habit memories, and the associative striatum is mostly responsible for behavioral flexibility (Cools et al. 2006; Daw et al. 2005; Dayan and Balleine 2002; Everitt and Robbins 2005; Graybiel 2008; Kimchi et al. 2009; Ragozzino 2007; Yin and Knowlton 2006). Our findings suggest that neuronal activity patterns consistent with both stability and flexibility coexist in the sensorimotor striatum during procedural learning. Thus both the generation of behavioral policies and their updating can be implemented by this large striatal territory.
Global and local task representations in the sensorimotor striatum

We attempted to set up an experimental situation in which the motor performance requirements and reward outcomes of the auditory and tactile task versions were similar, so that the cue change would be the single variation when the task versions were switched. Moreover, we did not signal the task-version switch to the mice, so that we could observe the uninstructed behavioral responses of the mice and the corresponding responses of their striatal neurons when the switch occurred. Given evidence that the dorsolateral striatum is necessary for executing S-R associations (Atallah et al. 2007; Balleine et al. 2007; White and McDonald 2002; Yin and Knowlton 2006) and evidence that the projection neurons in this striatal region acquire new patterns of responding in similar T-maze tasks in the rat (Barnes et al. 2005; Jog et al. 1999), a plausible outcome of this cue-switch design was that the projection neurons in the dorsolateral striatum would revert to their preacquisition activity patterns at the task-version switch and that they then would acquire new patterns based on the specific task-switch and that they then would acquire new patterns based on the new S-R associations learned in the second task version. Standard reinforcement learning theories similarly would suggest that the activity patterns would change after the switch as new S-R associations had to be acquired (Daw and Doya 2006; Sutton and Barto 1998).

What we found, instead, was that the global pattern of strong, early and late firing of the projection neurons was scarcely discernable in the ensemble activity. Yet we did observe small but significant changes in the specific task-related responses of as many as 40% of the putative projection neurons tracked across days before and after the cue change.
together with a decline in signal-to-noise ratios, reflected by the increase in spikes per trial outside of these phasic event-related responses. Moreover, the putative fast-firing interneurons recorded exhibited new ensemble responses after the switch.

These findings suggest that in the sensorimotor striatum, two types of response pattern may have been acquired as a result of the T-maze training and over-training. One, represented by the early and late task-bracketing firing pattern, may represent the boundary structure of the task as a whole. This pattern did not need to be reconstructed as a result of the cue switch, and it was not. The second response pattern was a more detailed and flexible form of local representation of task events, evident among some of the projection neurons and many of the fast firing interneurons, updating detailed firing patterns when the cues were changed. We propose that this combination of characteristics could be critical to the formation of striatum-based representations of learned procedures and to their maintenance and updating across time.

Global task structure representations in the sensorimotor striatum can favor behavioral flexibility as well as behavioral stability

Ensemble spike activity, relatively evenly distributed throughout the maze runs early in training, fell in mid-run and increased early and late in the runs with extended training to and beyond the acquisition criterion. These results for the mouse are similar to those observed previously in rats performing a T-maze task similar to the auditory version used here (Barnes et al. 2005). We have suggested that this pattern could represent a marking of the boundaries of the task acquired as behavioral exploration yields to behavioral exploitation (Barnes et al. 2005). We did not have recordings during other task versions that would allow testing of whether the task-related firing represented a spatial code (as in place-cell firing) as opposed to another representation of the procedure. For example, the heightened firing near the start of the maze runs could be related to prediction of eventual reward at the end of the runs, and the heightened late firing could be related to anticipation of reward receipt after the turns, the actions that determined reward outcome. Alternatively, the firing patterns might be related to a more abstract representation of the task for the purpose of facilitating release of the behavior after it was chunked. These different possibilities are not mutually exclusive and could all contribute to the firing patterns observed.

If this early-late firing pattern indeed provides a representation related to the global structure of the task, then it could contribute to the behavioral savings shown by the mice as they learned the second task version. The low level of activity of the nontask-responsive projection neurons likely further promoted this stability by producing a context-specific increase in the
observed in the ensemble firing pattern may not only provide a general structure for the boundaries of the task and thus the performance strategy but also enable new associations to form. The stability of ensemble activity across the cue switch may help to account for another remarkable characteristic of procedural learning, that extended training on a task actually makes it easier for subjects to switch their behavior when the cues or rules or strategies of the task are reversed. Striatal inactivation greatly impairs this paradoxical overtraining reversal effect (Van Golf-Racht-Delatour and Massiou 2000). If, as we suggest, this pattern both provides a representation of the general structure of the task (the rules) and represents a release of the attentional demands of performance after prolonged learning, then learning new S-R associations to the new cues in a reversal paradigm should be facilitated. This representation, combining task bracketing and local flexibility, could be critical also for the phenomenon of Pavlovian-instrumental transfer, which in rats depends on the dorsolateral striatum (Corbit and Janak 2007).

In the human, the putamen, which includes the sensorimotor striatum, is active under conditions requiring set shifting (Montchi et al. 2006) and is required for reversal learning based on a switch in sensory cues as opposed to a switch in performance strategy (Cools et al. 2006). Like the striatal region from which we recorded in the mice, the putamen is the part of the striatum most associated with the execution of slowly acquired procedural memories (Doyon et al. 2003; Floyer-Lea and Matthews 2004). Interestingly, the relative stability that we observed here in the striatal recordings after a cue switch contrasts sharply with the lack of stability of the otherwise similar acquired firing patterns that we found in the dorsolateral striatum when rats encountered a switch to extinction training in which the T-

FIG. 11. Putative single FF neuron with changes in precue activity at cue switch. A: PETHs aligned at gate opening, 1-kHz tone/smooth cue onset and left turn end during 10 consecutive sessions around cue switch. B: correlation matrix of task-related responses as described in Fig. 9B.
maze cues remained the same but reward was removed (Barnes et al. 2005). During extinction, the originally acquired beginning and end pattern nearly disappeared. This difference suggests that the cue switch was not adequate to induce a full change in firing patterns that are nevertheless vulnerable to reversal or suppression after major context changes including changes in reward contingencies and the need to modify the learned behavioral procedures. It is possible, and even likely, that such ensemble patterns would change in medial parts of the striatum, associated by experimental studies with modulating flexible behavior (Kimchi et al. 2009; Ragozzino et al. 2002; White 2009; Yin et al. 2009).

**Changes in fine-scale task-related activity in the sensorimotor striatum also favor behavioral flexibility**

Despite the relative stability of the MS neuron ensemble-level firing patterns recorded across the cue switch, some putative single MS neurons tracked did change their response properties after the switch. This finding suggests that there were adjustments of the fine-scale selectivity of the neuronal firing patterns underlying the acquired ensemble patterns. Significant changes in peri-event spike counts occurred not only at cue presentation but also at other time-windows in the task, including gate opening, turn onset, and goal-reaching. The fact
that these fine adjustments of task firing occurred across multiple parts of the task after the switch suggests that the overall representation of the task may have been destabilized. Our criteria for classifying units as putatively being the same on successive days depended on comparing the waveforms recorded on all four channels of recording tetrodes unmoved for the successive days in question, and requiring that these waveforms be similar with a probability of <0.01. As this is a probabilistic, not categorical, classification, we interpret our results in accord with this probabilistic bound. It seems highly likely, however, given the supportive evidence in a few instances from Bayesian GLM analyses, that we and many others suspect most of the putative single neurons were indeed single neurons.

It is difficult, if not impossible, to quantify all aspects of motor activity in a study with freely moving mice and to identify behavioral correlates of neuronal activity, but parameters of the maze running behavior that we could measure failed to account for these shifts in putative single-unit activity. Most notably, the cue switch produced transient changes in running speed, but we found no consistent correlation between unit activity and running speed around the switch or at other times during training. We found surprisingly little evidence that individual MS neurons there code for the submodalities of the auditory and tactile cues that instructed the mice where to go to receive reward. Consistent with previous studies (Barnes et al. 2005; Berke et al. 2009; Jog et al. 1999), stimulus-driven activity was rare except for that of the FF units at the onset of tactile training. A majority of “cue-period” units responded around, not only after, the cue onset, suggesting that their activity may have been anticipatory of presentation of critical stimuli and that it did not reflect stimulus properties such as rough or smooth. By contrast, we found that many units became differentially active in relation to turning direction as a result of training, and these acquired responses were insensitive to cue switch. These action-related responses may have reflected decision-making, behavioral selection, or evaluation of completed behaviors based on incoming preprocessed cue-related information—or combinations of these functions. We may have missed neurons with more specific sensory coding properties for technical reasons, but the combination of a lack of detailed differentiation of sensory cue properties with a significant build-up of turn-direction selectivity supports the view that neurons in the dorsolateral striatum participate especially in action selection as a new S-R association is acquired rather than in the encoding of conditional cues.

Detection of new task-version cues by fast-firing striatal neuron ensembles

In contrast to the MS neuron ensembles, the FF neuron ensembles abruptly gained a brief, time-locked response to the new cue after the cue switch. Parallel changes were found in putative FF-type single units tracked across the cue switch. These sharp responses were not directly related to changes in running speed, and they remained prominent for several days of training on the second task version, suggesting that they did not simply reflect a novelty response or locomotor behavior but a more protracted response. This response could have been a somatosensory response to the tactile cue as suggested for the rat (Thorn et al. 2008). There is a strong projection to the rodent dorsolateral striatum from somatosensory and motor cortical areas (Alloway et al. 2006; Brown 1992; McGeorge and Faull 1989). The response could also have been related to the evaluation of the novel cuing conditions. However, the phasic FF cue response declined over succeeding days of training, and differential activity was not found in the few putative single FF units tracked during the period of daily alternation between auditory and tactile versions. These results suggest that the responses of FF neurons to tactile cues, induced by a shift in task cuing or a novel encounter specifically with tactile stimuli, are modulated as the behavioral procedures are adjusted with the new cues. The FF neurons also showed an augmented ensemble response at goal-reaching when the new task version began, and this response was similar to the FF goal-reaching response acquired during training on the first task. Both of these characteristics of the FF ensemble activity, difficult to detect in the MS ensemble activity, would be predicted by reinforcement learning models.

The FF interneurons of the striatum have been singled out as receiving fast input from the neocortex and as producing powerful feed-forward inhibition of other striatal neurons, including projection neurons (Kawaguchi et al. 1995; Koós and Tepper 2002). It has been suggested that the FF neurons may be part of a filtering mechanism for cortico-striatal inputs, serving as an intrastriatal selection mechanism (Berretta et al. 1997; Parthasarathy and Graybiel 1997). This function fits well with the suggestion, made here, that the decreased mid-run firing that occurred in the striatum as learning occurred may represent a form of attentional filtering favoring behavioral and cognitive flexibility on task switch.

Building and updating cognitive policies

At the core of reinforcement learning theory is the notion that behavioral policies are built up through trial-and-error search but that these are sensitive to reinforcement-based updating. Our findings suggest that the sensorimotor striatum at once may develop a policy that constitutes a structural boundary representation of procedural tasks and habits and at the same time develop fine-scale forms of representation that favor updating after the initial learning has occurred. The global structural representation of the task may help to stabilize cognitive strategy for the habitual performance of the procedure, while both the reduction in neuronal firing during each time step of behavioral execution and the local response changes across the cue switches provide cognitive flexibility. Such cognitive functions are thought to be impaired in disorders affecting cortico-basal ganglia circuits, but they have been difficult to analyze electrophysiologically because of the need for long-term chronic recording. Our demonstration that such recordings are feasible in the mouse opens the way to analysis of these circuit functions in genetically engineered mouse models of neurologic and neuropsychiatric disorders and addiction.
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